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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Mississauga, 08/01/2024: Every tech support provider knows the distress call: a client
panicked over lost data, fearing the potential havoc on their daily operations. For small
businesses offering technical support, these calls are frequent, demanding a solution that’s
not just good but exceptional. Enter Active@ Partition Recovery 23, a flexible and simplified
method to detect and recover key data from a device.

Understanding the intricacies of modern technological challenges, Active@ Partition
Recovery 23 uses refined data recovery capabilities to get the job done right – particularly
for those elusive NTFS volumes formatted with a large cluster size. The integration of the
latest recovery kernel version 13.1.31 solidifies its commitment to precision and efficiency,
offering users an unparalleled comprehensive recovery experience.

As the tech world gravitates towards Windows 11, Active@ Partition Recovery 23 stays
ahead of the curve. The Ultimate package now boasts compatibility with the Windows 11
22H2 base, ensuring no client feels left behind or unsupported during digital
transformation. With a modern tool to accommodate more clients, your tech-oriented small
business can open the doors to a broader base of potential work, providing the versatility
you need to compete.

Remember, data management is more than recovering what’s lost. It’s about flexibility and
readiness for diverse client needs. The Boot Disk Creator’s capability to store configurations
for WIM PXE boot means tech support providers can now tailor their recovery solutions,
ensuring a personalized and efficient service every time (which is what every client wants –
customized service).

Coupled with an upgrade to the Qt framework version 5.12.5 and Platform Kit v143,
Active@ Partition Recovery 23 stands as a testament to commitment, innovation, and
reliability. This tool is more than software for small businesses striving to solidify their
reputation in tech support. It is a promise of excellence.

Technical glitches, spilled coffee, or even sudden lighting storms knocking out power can
cause severe issues, and data losses are inevitable. With Active@ Partition Recovery 23,
small tech businesses have a robust tool that not only addresses these challenges head-on
but also reinforces trust with their clients.

This tool is the lifeline in a world where data is the heartbeat of operations. Visit
https://www.partition-recovery.com/index.html to download a copy and see how this
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essential tool can expand your operations.


